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ABSTRACT
The network technology and the Internet are creating a
completely new information era. It is believed that in the
near future numerous of digital libraries and a great
variety of multimedia databases, which consist of
heterogeneous types of information including text, audio,
image, video and so on, will be available worldwide via
the Internet. This paper deals with the problem of
Chinese text and Mandarin speech information retrieval
with Mandarin speech queries. Instead of using the
syllable-based information alone, the word-based
information was also successfully incorporated to further
improve the retrieving performance. A prototype system
with an interface supporting some user-friendly
functions was successfully implemented and the initial
test results verified the feasibility of our approaches.

1. INTRODUCTION
The network technology and the Internet are creating a
completely new information era. It is believed that in the
near future, numerous of digital libraries and a great
variety of multimedia databases will be available
worldwide via the Internet. The digital libraries and
multimedia databases will consist of heterogeneous types
of information including text, audio, image, video and so
on. Intelligent and efficient information retrieval
techniques allowing easy access to huge amount and
various types of information become highly desired and
have been extensively studied in recent years [1-2]. This
paper deals with the problem of Chinese text and
Mandarin speech information retrieval with Mandarin
speech queries. To achieve this purpose, key
technologies including Chinese text keyword extraction
[3] and Mandarin speech keyword spotting [4] were first
developed, then based on these key technologies new
approaches were developed integrating relevant
technologies including text processing, speech
recognition, and information retrieval.
Sub-word-based features have been found useful in
retrieval using speech queries since they can somehow
handle the out-of-vocabulary problem to a certain degree
[2], but in any case they carry significantly less semantic
information, thus limit the potential for more precise
retrieval. Considering the characteristic monosyllabic
structure of the Chinese language, syllable-based
approach has been found to be an attractive special case
for the sub-word-based approaches for retrieving
Chinese text [5] and speech [6] information using speech
queries. On the other hand, word-based features,

specially the keywords, carry plenty of precise semantic
information for retrieval. However, it is inevitable that
some important word (or keyword) information will be
lost when either the queries or the database records are in
form of speech due to speech recognition errors. Also,
for large-vocabulary information retrieval the out-ofvocabulary problem always exists regardless of the size
of the lexicon used, i.e., some important informationcarrying words (or keywords) are out of the used lexicon.
Recently, very efficient techniques to extract keywords
from text documents have been successfully developed
for retrieving Chinese text information [3]. Furthermore,
even if the desired information is in form of speech, it is
always possible for the user to have in hand a text
collection with subject domain relevant to the desired
topic. Therefore the keywords automatically extracted
from the text collection is always very helpful in
retrieval, regardless of whether the target database
records are in form of text or speech. Thus in this paper
we integrate the advantages of the syllable and word (or
keyword) information properly for retrieval of largevocabulary Chinese text and speech information using
Mandarin speech queries. A prototype system with an
interface supporting some user-friendly functions was
successfully implemented and the initial test results
verified the feasibility of the technologies and
approaches.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
overall architecture of our approach is presented in
section 2, and some experimental results are discussed in
section 3. Then, the prototype system is introduced in
section 4. And, finally, the concluding remarks are made
in section 5.

2. OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture of the proposed Chinese text and
speech information retrieval system is shown in Figure 1.
In this approach, the keyword extraction techniques [3]
are first performed to extract automatically an adequate
keyword set for all dynamic text records obtained from
the Internet. During the retrieving processes, syllablebased feature vectors, including such information as
frequency counts and inverse document frequency (IDF)
parameters for syllable pairs and single syllables,
constructed for both the input speech query and the
speech/text records in the databases, are first used for
similarity measure to retrieve the top N possible records
relevant to the query. At the same time, speech keyword
spotting is performed on the input speech query based on
the keyword set extracted from the text collection on the
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Figure 1: The overall architecture of the proposed Chinese text and speech information retrieval system.

relevant subject domain. For retrieving voice records,
these keywords spotted from the input speech query are
taken as a new keyword set, and speech keyword
spotting process is then performed for those initially
selected top N relevant voice records. For retrieving text
records, text keyword search is performed instead. In
both cases the scores for the keywords found in the
records are weighted and integrated into the syllablebased scores, so that the initially selected top N relevant
records are re-ranked to give the final results. Since the
speech keyword spotting or text keyword search are
performed only for a very small set of keywords and a

very small set of initially selected records, only limited
extra computation will be needed. In addition,
techniques such as relevance feedback were also applied
to support interactive retrieval.

3. EXPERIMENTS
The database used for simulation experiments consists of
5,819 text records and 500 voice records on similar
subject domains, i.e., they both contain news published
in Taiwan although in different time spans. 6,082
keywords extracted from the text collection are used here
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Table 1: The numbers and percentages of the keywords manually selected from the testing records covered
by the automatically extracted keyword lexicon and the general-purposed word lexicon.

With the automatically extracted keyword lexicon, the
approach to integrate syllable and keyword information
for speech information retrieval was evaluated. The
result is shown in Figure 2. It can be found that with the
keyword information incorporated, the performance can
be improved slightly. The average precision rate in this
case was improved from 0.4486 to 0.4593. A possible
reason for the limited improvement may be that the
keyword set of 6,082 is much larger than, and probably
quite different from, the real set of keywords specifying
the small testing set of 500 voice records. Also, such a
large keyword set can degrade the keyword spotting
accuracy. Further studies will be needed in this area.
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as the keyword lexicon for detection keyword
information from both the speech information and the
speech queries. To assess the feasibility of using the
extracted keyword lexicon to help retrieving the 500
voice records, we will first examine the information
coverage of the testing database by the extracted
keyword lexicon. First of all, by carefully examining the
text materials of the 500 voice records for retrieval,
1,054 keywords are manually chosen to be key
information for the testing records. The numbers and
percentages of the 1,054 manually selected keywords
covered by the automatically extracted keyword lexicon
of 6,082 keywords are shown in Table 1, and those of the
1,054 keywords covered by a general-purposed Chinese
lexicon of roughly 85,000 words [7] are also shown for
comparison. It can be found that with exact matching
criterion, i.e., the manually extracted keywords have to
be exactly the same as the words in the lexicons, only
47.06% and 27.80% of manually selected keywords in
the testing database are covered by the automatically
extracted lexicon and the general-purposed lexicon,
respectively. While with near matching criterion, i.e., the
case that the manually extracted keywords are compound
words composed of a few words in the lexicon, is
considered correct, 64.23% and 51.33% of keywords in
the testing database are covered by the automatically
extracted lexicon and the general-purposed lexicon,
respectively. It can be found that in both cases the
automatically extracted keyword lexicon covers more
keywords in the testing records than the generalpurposed lexicon.
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Figure 2: The performance comparison between using
syllable information only and using both syllable
information and keyword information for speech
information retrieval.

4. THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
All the above approaches were finally integrated into a
prototype system, as shown in Figure 3, for text and
speech information retrieval using speech queries. The
system includes an interface supporting some userfriendly functions. The upper left sub-window lists the
keyword vocabulary used in the system, extracted offline in advance from the text database. The sub-window
right to the keyword list shows the speech waveform of
the input query. Then several buttons including “
(exit)”, “
(adaptation”), “
(begin to
retrieve)” and “
(relevance feedback)” are
designed for corresponding functions. The upper right
sub-window shows the keywords spotted from the input
speech query by the speech keyword spotter. The middle
sub-window below the above upper sub-windows shows
the syllable lattice constructed by the continuous speech
recognizer. Both the recognized keywords and the
syllable lattice will be used for retrieving text and speech
databases. The lower left sub-window and lower right
sub-window show the retrieved results of the speech
database (
) and text database (
),
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Figure 3: The prototype Chinese text and speech information retrieval system.

Figure 4: The window to show a retrieved text record and the keywords extracted from the record.
respectively. Here a record title is used to represent each
record, in form of either text or speech. There is a check
box before each record title so that users can select
relevant records by mouse and push the “

ãÚÛ

(relevance feedback)” button for further retrieval using
the selected records.
On the other hand, to read or listen to the content of a
retrieved record, the user only has to double-click the
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Figure 5: The precision rate with respect to the
number of retrieved records M

Figure 6: The percentage of queries with at lease one
relevant record retrieved within top M records

record by mouse. If a voice record is double-clicked, the
system will simply play the content of the voice record.
If a text record is double-clicked, a popup window as
shown in Figure 4 will be immediately created listing the
content of the text record, with some keywords
automatically extracted from the record also shown in
the right sub-window. The user can select any relevant
keywords and push the “
(feedback by
keywords)” button for relevance feedback using
keyword information. Besides, the “
(read the
article)” button provides the function of reading the
content of the text using a speech synthesis module.

precision rates. However, very often there does not exist
many voice records relevant to a given query, it is simply
impossible to retrieve more relevant records even more
candidate records are considered. In general, text
information retrieval performs better than speech
information retrieval. However, it can be found that, for
smaller M, the retrieval of voice records even performs
better than the retrieval of text records. One possible
reason is that the rough information of syllable lattices
on both sides for speech information retrieval may be
more error-tolerant as compared to text information
retrieval, in which the precise information is available on
the database side.
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4.1 System Performance
The system has been tested by 15 speakers with a total of
326 queries. Among these 326 queries, about 48 and 32
queries do not have any relevant records in the speech
and text databases, respectively. Thus 278 and 294
queries are used as the measurement sets for speech
database retrieval and text database retrieval. Since it is
impossible to manually select all records relevant to each
on-line tested query, the recall rates cannot be obtained
here. Thus instead of recall-precision graph, here the
precision rates with respect to the numbers of retrieved
records are used as the measure for the system
performance. The results for retrieving the voice and text
records are shown in Figure 5. Since the result subwindows in Figure 3 show only up to 15 voice records
and 15 text records each time, here M is set from 1 up to
15. It can be found in Figure 5 that the curve for
retrieving text records is much more flat than that for
retrieving voice records. Because of the relatively rough
information available for the voice records as compared
to the text records, more candidate records must be
selected to include some extra relevant records.
Therefore more precision rate reduction is the necessary
price paid to achieve higher recall rate while retrieving
the voice records, which results in high slopes in the
curves. Moreover, because the text database is much
larger than the speech database, it is possible to retrieve
more relevant text records at larger M with similar

Another performance measure used here is the
percentage of queries for which at least one relevant
record is retrieved within the top M selected records. For
example, if 8 queries are tested and the first relevant
records retrieved by these queries are ranked 2, 3, 6, 1,
10, 2, 8, 11, than we can obtain 12.5%, 37.5%, 50.0%,
50.0%, 50.0%, 62.5%, 62.5%, 75.0%, 75.0% and 87.5%
of queries with at least one relevant records retrieved
when top 1 to top 10 records are considered respectively.
This measure shows not only the capability that the
system can support at least one relevant record for each
database within top M records, it also represents the
capability that the system can support relevant records
for users to select for relevance feedback. The results for
retrieving the voice records and those for retrieving the
text records are shown in Figure 6. It can be found that
when 15 retrieved records are considered, 85% of
queries will retrieve at least one relevant voice record
and 76% of queries will retrieve at least one relevant text
record. Since both retrieved voice records and text
records can be selected and fedback to further retrieve
both databases, Figure 6 also shows the percentage of
queries with at least one relevant text or voice record
retrieved within top M records for each database. It can
be found that over 90% of queries can retrieve at least
one relevant text or voice records within 15 records for
each database.
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Figure 7: The performance of the relevance feedback
approach for retrieving speech records measured by
precision rate with respect to the number of retrieved
records M
The performance of relevance feedback was tested with
189 queries out of the total of 326 testing queries
mentioned above. The relevance feedback function in the
system adopts both the relevance measure adjustment
and query expansion schemes [8]. The precision rates
with respect to the top M retrieved records for the tests
with and without relevance feedback are shown in
Figures 7 and 8 for speech and text database retrieval,
respectively. Since the records fedback can always be
retrieved and ranked very high, the measure of
percentages of queries with at lease one relevant record
retrieved within top M records is not shown again since
it is almost 100% for the top 1 records. It can be found
from Figures 7 and 8 that with the relevance feedback
applied, the results for retrieving text records are much
better than that for retrieving voice records and the
curves for retrieving text records keep flat for larger
number of retrieved records. This is also because the text
database is much larger than the speech database. It is
possible to retrieve more relevant text records, with
similar precision rates at larger M, by the relevance
feedback. On the other hand, very often there does not
exist many voice records relevant to a given query, it is
simply impossible to retrieve more relevant records even
more candidate records are considered.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper deals with the problem of Chinese text and
Mandarin speech information retrieval with Mandarin
speech queries. Based on text keyword extraction, we
have developed a new approach that can properly
integrate the advantages of the syllable and word
(keyword) information for retrieval. In addition, with the
relevance feedback techniques, a prototype system with
an interface supporting some user-friendly functions was
successfully implemented. This prototype system not
only verified the feasibility of the technologies that have
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Figure 8: The performance of the relevance feedback
approach for retrieving text records measured by
precision rate with respect to the number of retrieved
records M
been developed, but also provides a very good
environment for further investigation on a variety of
research topics on information retrieval.
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